ROBOT READY™ COMPONENTS

- MASTITIS RESISTANCE
- WORKABILITY
  - MILKING SPEED
  - TEAT PLACEMENT
- MOBILITY
  - REAR LEGS
  - OVERALL FEET & LEGS
- UDDERS & TEAT ALIGNMENT
  - FRONT TEAT PLACEMENT
  - REAR TEAT PLACEMENT
  - TEAT LENGTH
  - UDDER DEPTH
  - OVERALL UDDER

CULLS IN ROBOT HERDS
(VS OTHER HERDS)

- MILKING SPEED: +4.1%
- TEAT PLACEMENT: +6.5%

COMMON REASONS FOR RETRIEVED COWS

- LAMENESS: 19.0%
- UDDER HEALTH: 5.7%
- UDDER CONFORMATION: 4.5%

AVERAGES OF ALL ROBOT READY™ BULLS

- PTA FLC: +1.52
- PTA SCS: 2.78
- PTA UDC: +1.80

HIGH GENETIC MERIT

- 50% OF ALL ROBOT READY BULLS
- >2500 GTPI
- >3100 GLPI

Built for Automation